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Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District

STAFF RE PO RT
TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

AC Transit Board of Directors

Michael A. Hursh, General Manager

Bay Bridge Forward Transbay Funding and Service

ACTION ITEM

RECOMMENDED ACTION(S)

Consider authorizing the General Manager, or his designee, to execute applications and
agreements with the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) for the implementation
of Bay Bridge Forward, a near-term initiative to improve Transbay service

BACKaBQuND/RATIONALE

The passage of the Fixing America's Surface Transportation Act (the Act) reauthorization in
December 20].5 provided four years of federal funding for programming by MTC. The funding
levels in the Act exceeded the estimates used by MTC in the previously approved OneBayArea
Grant Cycle 2 program by approximately $72 million. To determine the best use of the extra
funds, MTC held several meetings with regional stakeholders, and the final approved package
includes the $40 million Bay Bridge Forward projects along with increased distributions to the
Congestion Management Agencies and additional funding for jurisdictions that produce
housing. The fullpackage is detailed in Attachment I.

The Bay Bridge Forward funds support a package of improvements to help alleviate commute
capacity issues on the Bay Bridge corridor. Staff participated in meetings with MTC, BART, and
the Water Emergency Transit Agency to discuss possible strategies. MTC then requested a
proposal from the District to enhance Transbay service by increasing seating capacity and
frequency of Transbay routes that are currently at or very close to capacity. The District's
proposals included refurbishing buses recently retired and purchasing new buses along with
three years of operating funding for the additional service, with the original proposal costing
around $17 million total. Given the 12-18 month timeframe it takes to purchase new buses, the
refurbished buses would be able to be deployed more quickly to add capacity to the corridor.

MTC requested a reduced cost package to fit with other projects into the available funds, and
staff put together a proposalfor $10.7 million that only included one year of operating costs.
MTC also included funding as part of the Bay Bridge Forward package to develop a couple park
and ride lots and included $800,000 for the District to pilot service to these park-and-rides. In
the final package MTC proposed $11 million for the District to fund the combination of the
District's proposa] and the pilot service. The package inc]udes $]..4 million to pilot new inner
East Bay Transbay routes starting in 2018-2019(see table on the next page). The fulIBay Bridge
forward project list is at the end of Attachment I.
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The funds will allow the District to refurbish twelve recently retired buses and purchase five
double-decker buses, all of which would expand the fleet to provide additional Transbay
service. This includes 15-16 months of operating funds. Actual buses in service would be 14
after accounting for the required 20 percent spare ratio. The costs are shown in the following
table. The remaining $845,500 could be used toward extending service beyond one year,
although it equates to less than four months of operations funding for all the buses. MTC staff
requested AC Transit assist in finding the funding for another 1-2 years of the expanded service
The three-year timeframe was initially chosen with the expectation that the service could be
funded after that by possible future Regionalfunding.

Capital

Retrofit (12) buses
Purchase (5) Double-Deckers

Capital Total

Operating

Rehabilitated Buses -- 16 months service

Farebox recovery (60%)

$2,400,000
$5,000,000

$7,400,000

$4,480,000

$(2,688,0001

Pilot Routes - 15 months service

Farebox recovery (45%l

Operating Total- Net of farebox $2,754,S00

Tota I

Remaining Grant Funds
$10,154,500

$845,500

The rehabilitation work could. include installing new engines, suspension, and/or any other
work necessary to put the buses in service, along with the purchase and installation of
fareboxes and Clippers readers. The rehabilitations are expected to extend the life of the buses
for up to three years. Staff will work with MTC to program funding to replace the refurbished
buses so that the service can be continued when additionaloperating funds are identified.

The five double-decker buses that willbe purchased with the Bay Bridge Forward funds willbe
part of the option purchase to the recently awarded Alexander-Dennis contract. The additional
double-decker buses willreplace smaller buses on existing transbay routes, and likely be put on

the FS and J bus routes in the morning and afternoon. The other routes that could get up to two
additional morning peak runs are the C, G, H, J, NX, O, P, V and W. The FS could get four
additionalmorning peak runs. The pilot service would operate using the existing buses that the
double-decker buses are replacing.

Staff anticipates completing service plans by December. Rehabilitations would begin in October
and maintenance estimates completing 1-2 buses per month. Preliminary plans are for four
refurbished buses to add four runs with the March 2017 signup, four more buses and runs
added in the June 2017 signup, and the finalfour buses and runs in the August 2017 signup. The
five additional double-decker buses would likely arrive in mid-2018 and would be added with
the corresponding runs at that time
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The Bay Bridge Forward initiative also includes an MTC proposal for $0.8 million for the District
to launch a pilot program of new Transbay routes to serve high demand inner East Bay markets.
The planning process for this pilot program will start in 2018 and then be launched in 2019.
MTC staff has been working with Caltrans to identify possible park-and-ride locations that MTC
could operate and are one possibility to include in service by new routes. New routes could
include the Fruitvale, 35th, High, and/or 73rd corridors.

BUDGETARY/FISCAL IMPACT

The $11 million programmed by MTC is Federal Congestion Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ)
funding, and all activities are eligible, although there is a three-year limit on operating
subsidies. The required ].1.47 percent local match for the grant funds will be funded by the
projected fare recovery revenues. The projected revenues are nearly three times the total
required match as a buffer to ensure that the local match funds are generated even if fare
recovery does not meet projections.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Not entering into a Funding Agreement with MTC wi]] forgo the opportunity to obtain $].1
million in funding for higher capacity and frequency of current Transbay service. The District
regularly receives complaints from riders about over-crowded buses or riders being passed up
by buses at capacity, so there is a demonstrated need for expanded Transbay capacity.

The disadvantage of the proposal is the lack of identified funding for service beyond the first
year. If funding is not identified, the service would need to be discontinued.

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

The alternatives are to not accept the Bay Bridge Forward funds from MTC and maintain the
current Transbay service and fleet or to work with MTC to reduce the number of additional
buses and runs so that the service can be run for a longer period with the same amount of
funds

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION/POLICIES

None

ATTACHMENTS

l MTC Committee Agenda Item and Resolution 4202, July 13, 2016

Approved by:
Reviewed by:

Claudia L. Allen, Chief FinancialOfficer
James D. Pachan, Chief Operating Officer
Denise C. Standridge, GeneralCounsel
Robert Del Rosario, Director of Service Planning
Chris Andrichak, Manager, CapitalPlanning & Grants
Evelyn Ng, Senior CapitalPlanning Specialist

Prepared by:
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SR 1 6-251 ATT.I

Metropolitan Transportation Commission
Programming and Allocations Committee

July 13, 2016 Agenda Item 6b

MTC Resolutions No. 4202, Revised, and 4035, Revised

Subject: Proposed revisions to the project selection criteria and programming
policy for the second round of the One Bay Area Grant Program
(OBAG 2), including a recommendation for the distribution of additional
revenues and approach for affordable housing

Background On November 1 8, 201 5 the Commission adopted MTC Resolution No.
4202, the project selection criteria and programming policy for OBAG 2,
covering Fiscal Years 2017-1 8 through 2021-22. The adopted resolution
can be viewed on the OBAG 2 website at: !!!111;1l®ww.mtc.ca.gov/our-
work/fund-invest/federal- funding/obae-2 .

Increased Revenues

As a result of the Fixing America's Surface Transportation Act (FAST),
signed into law in December 201 5, the Bay Area's share of federal
Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STP) and Congestion
Mlitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) funds is
estimated to increase approximately $72 million through the end of the
OBAG 2 cycle (FYI 8 - FY22). This unexpected boost in revenues
presents an opportunity to bolster the funding levels of several OBAG 2
programs while also addressing emerging regional priorities, such as
housing affordability and traffic congestion/transit crowding on the
region's busiest transportation corridor.

An additional $54 million in existing revenues ($126 million total) has
also been identified for distribution in conjunction with the OBAG 2
framework. This includes:

e Existing local exchange funds ($ 10 million). These funds
originally came to the region as STP/CMAQ allocations, but were
later exchanged for non-Federal funds through agreements with
specific project sponsors.
Available coverage 6om the Regional Measure 2 (RM2) bridge
toll program ($34 million). To manage the RM2 program, MTC
had set aside a certain amount of the revenues to provide coverage
for financing costs if needed. Given that many of the RM2 projects
have been delivered without the need for financing, some of this
balance is now available for programming.
Unprogrammed balances from the OBAG I Transit Performance
Initiative (TPI) Investment program ($10 million).

e
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Housing Considerations
At the time of adoption last fall, the Commission added a placeholder to
the OBAG 2 framework, directing staff to return with a recommendation
for potential anti-displacement and aHordable housing initiatives. The
Commission also requested that staff investigate the possibility of a
housing preservation find that could potentially be used to keep affordable
units affordable, similar to the Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing
(TOAH) fund.

Since that time, staff has provided updates to the Commission and has
been working with the Partnership Board, technical and working groups,
and other stakeholders to develop a recommended approach. Discussions
have centered around three implementation concepts: (1) an incentive
approach that would provide a bonus for local jurisdictions that produce
housing to help address the region's housing crisis, (2) a direct investment
in affordable housing preservation, or (3) a regulatory approach
conditioning the receipt of OBAG 2 finds on the adoption of local
housing policies. The following proposal recommends pursuing concepts
I and 2

Proposed Revisions

1. BayBridge Forward
Stan recommends directing $40 million of the additional revenues to
prqects that relieve traflfic congestion and transit crowding on the San
Francisco Oakland Bay Bridge conidor.

Implementation of near-term, cost-effective operational improvements that
offer travel time savings, reliability and lower costs for carpooling and
bus/ferry transit use will not only increase person throughput but also
reduce congestion, incidents, and emissions in the bridge corridor. This
investment is also consistent with the OBAG 2 framework for regional
programs. Attachment A presents a summary of the project elements and
proposed funding for this project.

2. Support Existing OBAG 2 Programs
Staff proposes to direct a portion of the augmented revenues to support
regional programs identiHled in the original OBAG 2 framework as
follows:

e Direct $32 million to supplement the County program, bringing the
program total from $354 million to $386 million (10% increase).
These funds would be distributed using the OBAG 2 county
formula as shown below and would be subject to the same prqect
selection and programming requirements as the existing OBAG 2
county program.
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e

e

Assign $ 13 million to the Regional Transit Priorities program,
which could be used to support the region's Transit Capital
Priorities or Transit Performance Initiative programs.
Provide an additional $1 million to the Climate Initiatives program
for Spare the Air Youth, to extend the program through FY2021 -
22

+ FAST Augmentation distributed by OBAG 2 county formula (Population, RENA, Housing
Production and affordability)

3. Housing Production Ittcentive: "80K by 2020 Clta11enge"
Staff recommends directing $30 million to develop an incentive program
for the production of affordable housing. The funds would be awarded to
local jurisdictions that produce or permit the most housing units at the
very low, low, and moderate income levels.

The proposed concept for this program is to set a six year target for
production of low and moderate income housing units (201 5 through
2020), based on the housing unit needs identified through the Regional
Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) for 2014-22. The target for the
proposed challenge grant period is 80,000 1ow and moderate income units
(35,000 very low, 22,000 1ow and 25,000 moderate units), which
represents approximately 75% of the RHNA allocations for the period.
The units would need to be located in Priority Development Areas (PDAS)
or in Transit Priority Areas (TPAs).

At the end of the production challenge cycle, MTC would distribute grant
funds to the jurisdictions that contribute the most toward reaching the
regional production target. To keep the grant size large enough to serve as

Countv

OBAG
formula
Share i

Alameda 20.0%
Contra Costa 14.6%
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an incentive for housing production, the grant program would be limited to
no more than the top ten producers of affordable housing units, or fewer, if
the 80,000 unit target is reached by less than ten cities. Staff will provide
annual progress reports on production of aHordable housing units.

4. Affordable Housing Pilot: Naturally OccurringAJjfbrdabte Housing
Staff recommends directing $ 10 million in existing exchange account
finds to develop a revolving loan for the preservation of existing
affordable housing. The Naturally Occurring Affordable Housing (NOAH)
find will complement current TOAD loan products for new construction
by buying apartment buildings to create long-term affordability where
displacement risk is high and to secure long-term affordability in currently
subsidized units that are set to expire. Staff suggests the following
parameters for the NOAH investment:

1. MTC's investment in NOAH will be leveraged at least 5:1,
creating an investment pool of$50 million.

11. NOAH investments will be made in Priority Development or
Transit Priority Areas.

3. Regional PDA Planning Program
Staff recommends a revision to that would encourage jurisdictions facing
pressures of displacement and housing affordability to apply for planning
and technical support grants, by giving priority to those jurisdictions in the
evaluation process. In addition, staff would direct $1 .5 million from the
program to update Community Based Transportation Plans (CBTPs) in
communities at risk of displacement.

Other Program Updates
e .riot/s/ng .E/emenfs.' Jurisdictions are required to have a general

plan housing element adopted and certified by the Califomia
Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) for
2014-2022 RHNA by May 3 1 , 2015. This deadline was extended
to June 30, 2016 for four jurisdictions that failed to meet the
original deadline: Half Moon Bay, Monte Sereno, Dixon, and
Fairfax. As of the release date of this item, only Dixon remains out
of compliance. Dixon's housing element was submitted to HCD
June 10, 2016, and is currently under review.

e Co/np/e/e ,Sheets. As part of OBAG 2, jurisdictions must adopt a
compliant Complete Streets resolution or a compliant revision to
the circulation element of the general plan after January 1 , 2010.
At the time the OBAG 2 framework was adopted, 1 8 jurisdictions
did not meet this requirement. As of June 30, 2016, seven
jurisdictions remain out of compliance: Contra Costa County,
Corte Madera, Novato, Sausalito, Solano County, Dixon, and
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Cloverdale. These jurisdictions have until the time CMA's submit
their project recommendations to MTC to meet this requirement.

Summary of Proposed Revisions
The chart below summarizes how the base and proposed additional
revenues would be distributed to the OBAG2 and related programs. With
these additions, the regional program is still 55% and the local programs
are 45%, consistent with OBAGI and with the original OBAG2
distribution.

OBAG 2 Framework - Proposed Revisions

FAST IExchange RM2 '1?1
Increase I Account I Coverage I(OBAGI

$10 $10$34Regional Programs
Regional PI
Pavement Management Pro:

PDA Planningl
Climate Initiatives2
PCA Pro;

ltions3;anni n

Transit Priorities

Bay Bridge Forward
NOAH Pilot

Local Programs
County CMAs

Housing Production Incentive

S436

$10

$9

$20

$22

$16

$170

$189

S354

$354

Total S790 S72 S34S10 S10 $916

I Revise PDA Planning & Implementation program to target funds in areas facing the greatest risk of
displacement and to direct $ 1 .5 million to update CBTPs.
2 Additional $ I million is for Spare the Air Youth to fund BikeMobile, Family Biking Workshops and High
School SRTS.

3 Additional $9 million for Bay Bridge Forward project, listed in separate row of chart.

Issues At the request of stakeholders and interested parties, staff considered
requiring local adoption of affordable housing and anti-displacement
policies as a requirement to receive OBAG 2 funding. While this
regulatory approach could encourage some jurisdictions to adopt
additional housing policies, the impacts appear to be misdirected, with
burdens falling predominantly on smaller or more rural jurisdictions,
rather than the cities facing the brunt of the housing affordability crisis
Some jurisdictions facing the greatest pressures of displacement and
affordability, San Francisco, Berkeley, San Jose, and Oakland for
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example, have already adopted numerous policies and protections, and
would thus be unaffected by this requirements-based approach.
Conversely, a disproportionate impact would likely be placed on smaller
or more rural jurisdictions, such as Vacaville, Comma, and Lafayette. As a
result, any impact from this approach would likely be minimal in terms of
addressing the issue at a region-wide scale.

It is also a concern that jurisdictions less reliant on regional transportation
finding may forgo applying for OBAG 2 funding altogether, rather than
complying with additional policy requirements. For these reasons, staff
does not recommend including a housing policy requirement in OBAG 2.

Recommendation Refer MTC Resolution No. 4202, Revised to the Commission for

approval. Because Resolution No. 4035, Revised is proposed for revision
under another agenda item, it is included once under agenda item 2e with
all proposed revisions.

Attachments Attachment A Bay Bridge Forward Summary
Attachment B Stakeholder Feedback and Comment Letters
Presentation

MTC Resolution No. 4202 Attachments A, B-l, B-2, and Appendices A-l
and A-2 Revised

MTC Resolution No. 4035, Revised can be found under Agenda Item 2e
to this packet.

J:\COMMITTE\PAC\2016 PAC Meetings\07 Jul'2016.PAC\6b OBAG2.1\demo.rev.docx
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